How to find us

Train (from Berlin main station »Hauptbahnhof«)
- by taxi (approx. 10 min)
- from bus stop »Hauptbahnhof« take bus 245, direction S+U Zoologischer Garten, to bus stop »Franklinstrasse«.
  Follow the road about 200 m in direction of travel and turn right into Pascalstrasse (approx. 25 min).

Car
- A 111 or A 115 (Avus) to Charlottenburg (A 100), exit »Spandauer Damm«. Further down, it bends right and becomes Otto-Suhr-Allee. Turn left into Cauerstrasse. Further down, it becomes Dovestrasse and finally Helmholtzstrasse. Turn left into Morsestrasse, which further down becomes Pascalstrasse. There is a parking area behind the house. The entry into the parking area is at Kucharskistrasse.

Airplane (arriving at BER)
- by taxi (approx. 40 min)
- FEX (airport express) to Berlin main station, from bus stop »Hauptbahnhof« take bus 245, direction S+U Zoologischer Garten, to bus stop »Franklinstrasse«. Follow the road about 200 m in direction of travel and turn right into Pascalstrasse (ca. 60 min.).

Our addresses

Production Technology Center Berlin
Pascalstr. 8 – 9
10587 Berlin

Application Center for Microproduction Technology – AMP
Pascalstr. 13 – 14
10587 Berlin